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‘Tell Me About Yourself’: Crafting Your Answer
By David Marwick for KempMillJobAssist
Summarizing your life in only three
minutes can be a daunting challenge unless you are well-prepared for it.
At a job interview, interviewers often open the conversation with: “Tell
me about yourself.” Why are these four
words so ubiquitous in interviews? A
company wants to know whether you
can meet its needs and whether you are
a good fit for the company’s culture. On
a deeper level, the company may want to
discern whether you are a serious candidate; whether you have figured out how
to “play the game.”
To convince a company that you are
the right candidate, you need to be very
selective about what you say. For example, they are not interested in where you
were born, which clubs you joined in
high school, and what your favorite Italian restaurant is. Instead, they care very
much about your education (especial-

ly if you are relatively new to the workforce), accomplishments, career path,
and aspirations.
The process offered by Scott Barlow,
founder of Happen to Your Career, can
help you develop an effective response
to those four words.
Barlow advises his clients to use
what he calls “the ‘Present/Past/Future’
framework.”
Interviewer: “So, tell me about yourself.”
You (smiling internally):
“Well, currently I ____________. (present)
Before that I ___________________. (past)
In the future I _______________. (future)”
In constructing your present/past/future answer in advance of an interview,
carefully analyze the vacancy announcement to determine the target job’s requirements. Next, determine how your
education, experience, and accomplishments match up against their needs. Finally, choose concrete and easy-to-understand examples, preferably with

quantified results, that demonstrate
what you’ve done and accomplished.
Finally, try to define what makes you
better than the others interviewing for
that job. Imagine that a hiring manager
is interviewing you and four other people whose resumes look like yours. If you
were asked why you and not the others
should be hired, what would you answer?
Answering this question for yourself should take time and introspection.
Perhaps your contribution was internal
to an employer (for example, you recognized a problem and came up with a
solution that saved money or processing
time). Perhaps your contribution was external to an employer (for example, you
smoothed over a problem with an important client, which helped the company retain that client).
Bottom line: You know it’s coming, so
prepare for it carefully. Combine Scott Barlow’s three-step approach with your experience and accomplishments that most

directly relate to the target position, and
make sure you stand out from the crowd.
A true story: Earlier this year, I was
working with a recent and highly-qualified college graduate (good degree — engineering; good school; good grades). She
was selective about where she wanted
to work, and was finally invited to a full
day of interviews with a great employer.
Before her interview, we discussed how
she might answer “tell me about yourself.” Seven people interviewed her, one
after the other, and each one of them began with: “Tell me about yourself.” Later,
she was told that she had made an excellent impression on the interviewers. I’d
like to think that her well-prepared answer helped her.
David Marwick is KempMillJobAssist’s workshop
coordinator. He studied economics at George Washington University and worked as an economist for
George Washington University and the U.S. Government Accountability Office.

COLLEGE PREP

The College Admissions Essay: Do’s and Don’ts
By Nikkee Porcaro
The early decision/early action deadlines may have already passed for many
colleges — many have
Nov. 1 or Nov. 15 application deadlines for
priority admission — but regular decision deadlines aren’t until December, January, or even February for most schools.
That means there are still tons of opportunities to submit a memorable, poignant, or hilarious essay that gains you entry to the school of your dreams.
Having worked with students on
their college and graduate school essays
for the better part of 10 years, allow me
to share some do’s and don’ts I’ve learned
over the past decade.

Do:
Think small picture, not big picture.
Many students want to write about the
big championship game, the parent who
conquered cancer, or the major tragic life event. These rarely show much
about the student themselves. Think
small: What small events/traits/values allow the school to see the layers of you?
How can you use a seemingly small-scale
event to paint a bigger picture of what
makes you unique?
Proofread. Yes, you’ve heard it before, but it needs to be said again. I once
had a student applying to the Hankamer School of Business at Baylor Univer-
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sity spell it “Hammeraker” throughout
his essay. (Not even close!) Other students have done the infamous “reuse an
essay but forget to change the college
name” trick. It’s also very awkward when
you think you typed the word “public”
but accidentally typed “pubic” instead.
Spellcheck won’t save you from that hot
mess. Proofread, I beg you.
Be funny … if appropriate. Admissions officers are reading thousands of
essays — sometimes tens of thousands
— and can get burned out easily. If you
can inject some humor into your essay,
it can go a long way. Humor can be tricky
since it is highly subjective, but jokes
about pop culture or a relatable embarrassing situation can be a breath of fresh
air to an overworked admissions officer.

on, it is no more camp stories. There is the
rare exception that works (probably because it uses camp as a vehicle to explain
something else), but camp is unfortunately a very basic and ubiquitous experience
for most kids and does little to make you
stand out. Please, no more camp.

say should be taken with a grain of salt.
That’s not to say that friends, parents, and
English teachers don’t bring value to the
table; rather, the college essay is a different
piece of writing than what you’ve done in
class or what your loved ones may want
to see. Seeking feedback is wonderful, but
don’t lose your own voice or direction because of pressure from someone else. Ulti-

Don’t:
Have your parents write it for you. I
see this a lot; honestly, it’s easy to tell, especially for admissions officers who have
been doing this for years. Trust your child
to represent him or herself, and examine
your own ethics. This is not to say you
can’t offer assistance (after all, it’s a big
part of what we do at No Anxiety Prep),
but a middle-aged woman’s voice is quite
different from a teenage boy’s. Colleges
have also gone on record saying admissions essays written by parents are a major reason they reject students.
Write about camp. If there is one thing
every admissions officer, counselor, or educational consultant would probably agree
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Tackle risque or controversial topics. Seems like an obvious one, but I’ve
had kids make jokes about guns on campus, subtly put down other religions, or
want to write about drugs and sex. Even
if you’re applying to institutions that encourage healthy debate and discussion
about a variety of topics, be very careful
about just how “creative” you are.
Finally, it’s also really important to remember that outside critique of your es-

mately, what you submit should be your
decision and no one else’s. Be genuine, be
relatable, be engaging, and be passionate;
those are the traits that will net you the
sought-after “fat envelope” of acceptance.
Nikkee Porcaro is the founder and president of No
Anxiety Prep International, a Greater Washington
area-based educational consulting firm that assists
students with their educational goals. You can contact her at nikkee@noanxietyprep.com.
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